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WHITE MIRROR WAVESPELL 

April 16 to 28, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The White Mirror Wavespell is the tenth Wavespell of the current cycle based on 

the modern count. From April 16 to 28, 2016, we are invited to use our discernment 

with the things the mirror is reflecting back at us, especially with regards to our 

relationships and immediate environment (family, partner, friends, job, etc).  
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Saturday, April 16, White Magnetic Mirror 

Purpose: the first day of any Wavespell sets the purpose for the specific period of 13 

days. During the Wavespell of the White Mirror, the purpose is to see in which ways 

our inner and outer worlds are not reflected in harmony and choose to see the truth 

for what it is. What are your beliefs regarding a specific relationship or situation you 

are struggling with at the moment? 

 

Sunday, April 17, Blue Lunar World Storm 

Challenge: the second day of any Wavespell is the one that shows us the extremes. 

“Cleaning our foggy mirrors” is not always easy, as we may see things we don’t like 

and we know we need to change. Are you ready to transform that pain within in 

order to recover harmony within and without? 

 

Monday, April 18, Yellow Electric Sun 

Bonding: the third day of any Wavespell is the one that “connects the dots”. When 

we discern truth from illusion, it gives us a lot of clarity on who we are and what we 

are here to do. What can you do today to bring more Light into your path? 

 

Tuesday, April 19, Red Self-Exiting Dragon (Core Day) 

Shaping: the fourth day of any Wavespell is the one that gives shape and form. The 

more we take care and nurture ourselves, the easier it becomes to restore harmony. 

What can you start today in order to give shape to the life you are ready to live? 

April 19, 2016 initiates the Mystic Column for the next 20 days. You will find more 

information about this period at the end of this message. 

 

Wednesday, April 20, White Overtone Wind (Core Day) 

Empowering: the fifth day of any Wavespell is the one that empowers. In order to 

get the reflection of what we want to see in the mirror of life, we must always 

communicate authentically from our True Self. Are you paying attention to your inner 

dialogue and sharing your true feelings and intentions with others? 

 

Thursday, April 21, Blue Rhythmic Night (Core Day) 

Balancing: the sixth day of any Wavespell is the one that brings balance. We feel 

harmony in our inner and outer worlds when we dream the Abundance on all levels 

and not only material. What do you want to attract into your life? 

 

Friday, April 22, Yellow Resonant Seed (Core Day) 

Aligning: the seventh day of any Wavespell is the one that helps us to become 

centered. When we get back to center and enter in resonance with life, our intentions 

become clearer. What do you want to see manifested in your world? 
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Saturday, April 23, Red Galactic Serpent (Core Day) 

Integrating: the eighth day of any Wavespell is the one for integration. In order to 

integrate our inner and outer experiences, we must follow our instincts and act upon 

our gut-feelings. Are you listening to your inner voice? 

 

Sunday, April 24, White Solar World Bridger (Core Day) 

Pulsing: the ninth day of any Wavespell is the one that gives the last push prior to 

manifestation. Giving closure to cycles and forgiving is necessary in order to recover 

harmony between both worlds. Can you forgive others, and yourself? 

 

Monday, April 25, Blue Planetary Hand (Core Day) 

Manifesting: the tenth day of any Wavespell is the one that manifests. When we take 

care of pending things and give completion to projects, what we want gets 

manifested in this plane. Which accomplishments can you celebrate today? 

 

Tuesday, April 26, Yellow Spectral Star (Core Day) 

Releasing: the eleventh day of any Wavespell is the one that liberates. When we see 

life through pink tinted glasses and we project our ideals into the world, we feel 

frustrated if others act differently than expected. What do you want to dissolve? 

 

Wednesday, April 27, Red Crystal Moon (Core Day) 

Sharing: the twelfth day of any Wavespell is the one for cooperation. In these 

turbulent times we are living in, it’s important to share with discernment in order to 

be informed while staying in the creative flow of life. What are you feeling when you 

are sharing? 

 

Thursday, April 28, White Cosmic Dog (Core Day) 

Transcending: the thirteenth day of any Wavespell is the one that gives closure. And 

finally, as we “clean our foggy mirrors” within and without and cut with what no 

longer serves us, we recover harmony in our relationships -starting with oneself- and 

live a heart-centered and authentic life! 

 

 

Full post on MayanKin blog 

 

Blue Castle with current Gregorian dates explained document 

 

http://mayankin.com/blog/blog/wavespell/reflecting-white-mirror-wavespell/
http://mayankin.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/2016-04-16-WS-Mirror-MayanKin-Tzolkin-Harmonic-Module-GAP-Days-Colums-+-Mystic-Column.pdf

